
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR METALCRAFT WORKBENCHES 

 

MC2004/ MC2005 

4- SLOTTED LEGS 

4- PUNCHED LONG SUPPORT BEAMS 

4- PUNCHED SHORT SUPPORT BEAMS 

1- 9mm THICK WOODEN SHELF* 

1- 15MM THICK WOODEN WORKTOP* 

* PLEASE NOTE WORKTOPS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN ALL KITS 

ASSEMBLY 

1.It is recommended that 

you first start assembly by 

attaching the long support 

beams and the short sup-

port beams to the top slots 

of the legs, making sure that 

the legs are the right way 

up with the recess at the 

top– this is for the table top 

to sit in. Then assemble the  

lower  shelf  beams. 

2.The tabs 

on the sup-

port beams 

(male 

parts) slot 

into the 

top of the 

slots in the 

legs.

(female) 

3.Once all the beams are in 

place using a rubber mallet 

or hammer and a block of 

wood, force the beams 

into the bottom of the 

slots. 

5.The worktop and shelf can 

now be fitted. They can be 

fixed in place using a nut and 

bolt (not supplied) to the pre-

drilled support beams and the 

top corners of the legs.  

6. The 

bench can 

now be 

fixed to the 

ground  

using the 

bottom 

location 

holes. 

4. Make 

sure all the  

tabs are 

located at 

the bottom 

of the slots 

before 

fitting the 

worktop/

shelf. 
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Suggested layouts for mounting Metalcraft workshop packages for 

MC2004 

SAFETY ADVICE. 

When operating Metalcraft Tools there can be quite high forces applied by the 

levers which can have the effect of making the workbenches slide on the surface 

of your floor. This naturally depends on the type of surface you choose to place 

your bench on. If you would like to prevent the bench from moving, you can either 

place plenty of ballast weight approx. 80kg or simply  bolt down the workbench 

using the fixing holes in each leg. 

Beware—the place where you choose to locate your bench may have an influence over these layouts. 

1. MC005—Practical Pro Workshop. Use a  similar layout for the 

Practical set MC003 and the Practical Lite set MC002 

Please note that the new Mini Bench Pedestal (MC2003) shown 

is not included with the benches or with the workshop packages. 

3. MC004X—Master Workshop plus 

MC027—Master Twister. 

Please note that the Master Twister shown is an extra item that can also be accommodated on the workbench. 

2. MC004X –Master Workshop plus MC027

– Master Twister 
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